Appendix E - Persons Participating in the Investigation

Kentucky Darby LLC

Elmer D. Burgan    General Laborer
Jamie H. Johnson    Section Foreman
Mitchell T. Lunsford    Mine Examiner
Gabriel S. Middleton    Continuous Mining Machine Operator
Ralph Napier    Superintendent
James C. Roark    General Laborer
Mark Sizemore    Outby Foreman

United Mine Workers of America

Max W. Kennedy    UMWA International Representative
Edgar Oldham    UMWA International Representative

Designated Miners’ Representatives

Kenney Johnson    Representative
Tony Oppegard    Attorney

Kentucky Office of Mine Safety and Licensing

Timothy Fugate    Mine Inspector
Ronnie Hampton    Supervisor
Earnest Hawkins    Underground Mine Safety Analyst
Ronald Hughes    Director, Division of Investigation
George Johnson    Inspector Principal
Todd Middleton    Mine Inspector
Tracy Stumbo    Chief Accident Investigator
Ronald Patrick Turner    Roof Control Specialist

MSHA Accident Investigation Team

Robert M. Bates, Jr.    Supervisory Electrical Engineer
Mary Beth Zamer Bernui    Attorney
Charles D. Campbell    Mining Engineer
Gerald L. Cook, Sr.    CMS&H Specialist
Anthony R. Guley, Jr.    Supervisory CMS&H Specialist
Richard C. Herndon    Special Investigator
Thomas E. Light    Assistant District Manager, District 2
Mark Malecki    Attorney
Mark A. Odum   Supervisory Mining Engineer
Michael E. Pruitt   Training Specialist
Mark E. Schroeder   Mining Engineer

National Mine Health Safety Academy

Lynn Carr   Photographer

Pittsburgh Safety and Health Technology Center

Scott K. Johnson   Mining Engineer
Thomas A. Morley   Mining Engineer
Gary J. Shemon   Mining Engineer
Clete R. Stephan   Principal Mining Engineer
Richard T. Stoltz   Supervisory Mining Engineer
John E. Urosek   Chief, Ventilation Division

MSHA District 5

Robert D. Clay   Supervisory CMS&H Inspector
Fred R. Martin   CMS&H Inspector

MSHA District 6

Greg Ison   Supervisory CMS&H Inspector
Tony Sturgill   CMS&H Inspector

MSHA District 7

Roy T. Cornelius   Engineering Technician
Kenny Dixon   CMS&H Inspector
Kevin L. Doan   CMS&H Specialists
Shelby Fields   CMS&H Inspector
Anthony Lucas   CMS&H Inspector
Clayton E. Sparks   CMS&H Inspector

Approval and Certification Center

Jim Angel   Mechanical Engineer
Kevin Dolinar   Electrical Engineer
Michael A. Hockenberry   Fire Protection Engineer
Chad D. Huntley   Electrical Engineer
Stephen M. Murtaugh   Electrical Engineering Technician
Donald P. Pieffer
   Physical Scientist
Frank J. Prebeg
   Electrical Engineer

NIOSH

William D. Monaghman
   Electrical Engineer
Donald Sellers
   Physical Science Technician